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Mario Lorenzi, fondatore e amministratore di
Taumat. L’azienda abruzzese è specializzata
in lavorazioni meccaniche di precisione conto
terzi e collabora con alcune importanti
multinazionali (Foto Mattia Astolﬁ)
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MARIO
LORENZI
FROM VAL DI
SANGRO TO
THE WORLD
BY ANDREA BEATO - PHOTOGRAPHS MATTIA ASTOLFI

THE COMPANY BASED IN ABRUZZO IS ACTUALLY
WORKING FOR FOUR JAPANESE CORPORATIONS
AND OTHER BIG FOREIGN PLAYERS. PRECISION
MECHANICS SUB-SUPPLIER AND THE NEW PROJECT
OF A THREE-WHEELED ELECTRIC MOTORCYCLE...

F

amiliar and international dimension going together in
Taumat. What might seem an impossible dichotomy is rather strength and certainty of this reality based in Atessa
(Chieti). Born in 1987, at the head there is Mario Lorenzi, with the invaluable presence of his wife, Teresa, and
the contribution, becoming essential, of the second generation: the
children Alessio and Andrea. A story that is interwoven with that of
the Val di Sangro, the area that most of all contributed and continues to contribute to the economic development of Abruzzo. «I'm
Tuscan - so the general manager introduces himself -, electrical engineer graduated in the University of Rome with a thesis focused on
a small electric car. In December 1975 I came across the Adriatic,
engaged in what can be defined as the embryo of Honda Italia Industriale. For the Japanese giant we distributed the "power products"
and some parts of motorcycles». A rapid career, up to fill the role
of managing director, but in 1981 the opportunity to undertake a
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MARIO LORENZI,
FOUNDER AND CEO OF
TAUMAT. THE COMPANY
IS CELEBRATING ITS
FIRST THIRTY-YEAR
ANNIVERSARY, IN
THE HEART OF CHIETI
PROVINCE
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personal entrepreneurial challenge. «My company I originally wanted to call it Montoco. The
name is a tribute to the city of Siena, a synthesis
between the Contrada of Valdimontone and the
fraction of the Coroncina, where I grew up. In
those years of continuous business trips, I was
often staying in a well-known hotel in Mozzagrogna (Chieti). In the evening, in the lobby or
in the course of the dinner, the opportunity to
meet managers of the leading industrial groups
of the two and four wheels occurred, players
who had chosen to invest in the heart of Chieti province. Between a chat and the other, the
different production needs and the supply chain
issues emerged. The first informal contracts are
born that way, going to respond to the concrete needs and offering optimal solutions». The
passage in Taumat, automatic turning, it's just
pro forma. «Success factor was to be specialized in precision machining by chip removal.
Very particular niche in which the constant
dialogue with the customer is very important».

Taumat at a glance
Field of business >

Foundation year >

1987

Precision machining
by chip removal
subcontractor

Revenue >

Collaborators >

Unit produced/month >

Machinery >

4 mln €

25

700.000

60 equipments

Customers >

8

20

Multinationals

Big Italian companies

+100
SMEs

Markets >

Automotive 74%
Marine 3%

Electromechanics 1%
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Railways 5%

Hydraulic 2%
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Technologies 4%

Agriculture 2%

Leisure 1%

Other 8%

ON THE RIGHT THE LORENZI FAMILY PHOTOGRAPHED AT THE COMPANY HEADQUARTERS. FROM LEFT THE SON ALESSIO, SALES
MANAGER, TERESA MOM, DAD MARIO AND
HIS BROTHER ANDREA, WHO TAKES CARE
OF THE PRODUCTION SIDE AND THE EGURO
BRAND. IN OTHER IMAGES, THE COMPONENTS
AND THE PROTOTYPE "DUCK"

And customers, in this case, are more than 100
SMEs, 20 large companies in our country and
eight corporations. Among the brands stand out
Honda, Mitsubishi, Yanmar, Hoerbiger, Magna,
Denso, Pierburg, sub-contractors for Sevel and
Honeywell... With such a diverse portfolio, the
target areas are very numerous. «From automotive - intervenes Alessio Lorenzi, sales manager
- with the manufacturing of shafts used in diesel and petrol engines, turbochargers bushings
and spacers for motorcycles, slice that for us
represents 74% of the total business, with levers and mechanisms for the commissioning
of hydraulic systems, up to the field construction, agriculture, living, electromechanical and
railway: parts for panels and generators, products for windows and exhibitors, train cabins,
furniture and much more. During peak periods
we can produce about 700 thousand pieces per
month». All this thanking the 25 human re-

"DUCK", THE ELECTRIC
THREE-WHEEL WINGED
BORN IN TAUMAT
Not only is Taumat a subcontractor specialized
in precision machining by chip removal but the
company based in Atessa (Chieti) has designed a
three-wheeled motorcycle called "Duck". «The idea
- explains proudly Mario Lorenzi, general director
- was born in early 2015. Three years before we
had collaborated with the company Ifelv for the
realization of a “green” minitruck . At the base
of "Duck" our willingness to use a large part of
a quality bike, but out of production, combined
with the newly developed electric motor drive».
Maintaining appreciable design and functionality. After the study phase and the prototype, the
goal is now to establish a successful joint venture
among companies to pass to the serial industrialization of the model. Such a vehicle that could
easily be used for walking service within resorts
and luxury touristic hotels, for light transport
in the town (e.g. mail delivery, medications and
food) and in spaces of large business establishments, so that you can access without problems
the different departments and manage small
deliveries and picking operations.

"DURING PEAK PERIODS,
THE PLANT TAUMAT
IN ATESSA (CHIETI)
PRODUCES ABOUT 700
THOUSAND PIECES
A MONTH»
AbruzzoMagazine
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presentation of their brand for the entire Italian
territory, both for sale and for the assistance. Finally, the most recent project Taumat-branded
has something to do with a duck. "Duck" is a
special three-wheeled motorcycle. The basic
idea is to use a good portion of a standard chassis and match it to the newly designed electric
motor. It is in a prototype phase, the goal is to
form a joint venture to reach, as soon as possible, its serial industrialization».

THE EXCLUSIVE
BRAND EGURO

ABOVE THE COMPONENTS REALIZED
BY TAUMAT. THE MAIN PROCESSED
MATERIALS ARE STEEL ALLOYS 115,000
KG, STAINLESS STEEL ALLOYS 90.000 KG
AND BRASS, ALUMINUM AND TITANIUM
ALLOYS, POLYMERS 10,000 KG. IN THE
OTHER PICTURES, THE INTERIOR OF THE
PLANT AND MARIO LORENZI NEAR THE
PLANET CENTER EGURO E-32VLC
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sources employed, of which even 5 among the
hires at the beginning of the activity, and the
ongoing machinery fleet upgrade. «In our technical portfolio - said Andrea Lorenzi, which
is responsible for the operating division -, we
have about 60 between single-spindle machine
tools, bi-spindle, multi-spindle, machining centers and technologies allowing to monitor, in
real time, the performance and the excellence
in everything we do. As a flagship, we are Iso
9001 certified for quality, our valued processes
compliant Iso/Ts 16949, and we also achieved
Iso 14001 for the environment. We belong to
Cisi (Consortium italian subcontracting firms)

and the Automotive innovation “Polo” wanted
by the Abruzzo region». «The evolution - takes
the floor Mario Lorenzi - has never followed a
desk designed strategy. Improvements were added almost by chance, without a definite plan.
In these 30 years, it was the innate curiosity to
lead us, the desire to always deal with innovative and highly qualified interlocutors. A natural
diversification that generated great results». On
these principles the partnership, consolidated
today, with the Japanese Eguro has kicked off,
a leading manufacturer of high-performance
lathes and other modern equipment. «From
simple users, we now have the exclusive re-

Taumat is the exclusive dealer
of Eguro for the entire Italian
territory, both for sales and for
the portion of the assistance. The
Japanese company is concentrated in the design and production
of lathes and turning centers,
with high-performance. From
simple customer and user, the
Abruzzo company has managed
to become sole Italian representative of the prestigious brand
in the national market. This is
thanks to a relationship based on
technical knowledge, continuous
improvement capabilities,
trust and sincere friendship
established between Lorenzi and
Eguro’s families: Andrea Lorenzi
has flown several months in the
country of the rising sun, just to
get to know the reality of Japan
and bring in Val di Sangro all the
pieces of information and details
that are behind the operation
of these machines, besides the
electronic assistance of Fanuc
control systems applied there.
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